VPI Super Scoutmaster

Equipment Report

by Shane Buettner
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ack when I was a college
student and a fledgling
audiophile, the first audio
component I saw that filled me
with lust by its looks alone was a
VPI TNT turntable. I was using
my roommate's solid but oldfashioned AR table at the time,
and the TNT was wildly exotic in
comparison. This VPI, I thought,
could stand alone in my living
room as an industrial art masterpiece, regardless of its abilities
as a turntable.
Flash forward these many
years, and man, have things
changed. Even VPI's current
top-of-the-line HR-X is almost
utilitarian in looks compared to
many of today's "high-end"
tables. It could even be called
relatively cheap compared to
many flagship tables. In fact, as I
write this, Stereophile's cover is
graced by an outlandish looking
$90K turntable system from
Australia. The optional stand for
this table is $25K!
While there might be a hedonistic thrill in reviewing a $100K run
at the state of the art that five or
ten guys in the world can afford,
I'm far more excited to be writing

about VPI's Super Scoutmaster.
The Super Scoutmaster is a
table/arm combo that is far more
accessible at $5500, and offers
exceptionally high performance
and value for the money. This
combo proves unequivocally that
high-end analog playback doesn't require robbing a bank or
blowing your kid's college
money.

What You Get
For Your $5500

In short, a lot. Super
Scoutmaster is, as you might
guess, a suped-up Scoutmaster.
As an overview, the SSM is a
three-piece,
mass-isolated
turntable with a separate
motor/flywheel assembly and
power supply, and a unipivot tonearm. Some SSM parts are
culled from the HR-X, while others represent a one-stop shopping package of add-ons available
separately
for
the
Scoutmaster. Let's have a look.
Super Scoutmaster has an inert
chassis that sandwiches two
dense layers of MDF around a
layer of steel. It's compact, but
denser and heavier than it looks.
The synchronous AC dual motor

and massive flywheel are the
same as those used in the topof-the-line HR-X, and the
motor/flywheel assembly is positioned 1/2” from the chassis.
Together the motor/flywheel and
chassis are a fat package,
measuring nearly 22 inches
wide. Both components fit on the
shelves in my rack, but you
should measure to be sure.

VPI's massive dual motor/flywheel
Turntable motors rotate the
platter via sequential pulses created as the motor poles energize. A turntable designer has
two choices: fewer poles and
fewer, stronger pulses, or more
poles creating weaker pulses
more frequently. VPI chose the
latter—SSM's two motors oper-
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ate 7.5 degrees out of phase with one
another, offering the effective smoothness
of a 48-pole motor. The motor/flywheel
assembly is heavy: 14 pounds on the flywheel and 20+ on the dual motor. The flywheel spins at 280 rpm and VPI claims it
provides the effective mass/inertia of a 60pound platter for excellent speed stability
without the additional bearing strain of such
a heavy platter.
The dual motor is fed by VPI's
Synchronous Drive System (SDS), a separate box 16-inches wide, which acts as a
combination power supply and power line
conditioner. The SDS is included with VPI's
higher end models and is an available
option for the lower end of the VPI line. The
SDS filters the incoming AC and converts it
to DC before digitally generating a pure
sine wave at the right frequency to turn the
motors at the correct speed. For both of
Super Scoutmaster's playback speeds (33
and 45 rpm) the SDS allows adjustment of
voltage and frequency of the signal sent to
the motors using simple buttons on the
front panel and a supplied strobe record.
Very fine adjustments are allowed; frequency is adjusted in tenths.

grooves to the platter very, very tightly.
The clamping system looks like it works. I
didn't have any problems with warped
records. But I also admit I don't keep anything around that's more than mildly
warped so I can't pretend I gave the VPI
clamp system a real stress test. I would add
that the periphery clamp is heavy, and a lot
harder than your records. As an admittedly
clumsy ass who likes to have people over
for wine, food, and music, I was never
entirely comfortable moving this thing
around my records and my stylus. I didn't
kill any of my records, but I also retained a
healthy amount of fear and respect for the
clamp!
The supplied JMW-9 Signature Memorial
tonearm is a 9" aluminum/stainless steel
unipivot arm with a two-piece arm tube. The
cup is on the underside of the arm, and
rests on a sharp shaft stabbing up from the
arm base. It's fitted with a junction box so
no special tonearm cable is required; just
connect the "Lemo" connector from tonearm to junction box, and then run standard
interconnects from the junction box to your
phono stage/inputs (the review unit came
with a single-ended junction box, but an
XLR version is also available). Its mass
was fine for my Lyra Titan cartridge, but I
needed to add a headshell weight for the
lower mass Lyra Dorian cartridge.

SDS power supply/line conditioner
SSM uses an inverted bearing with a selflubricating, machined brass bushing and a
low-noise thrust plate made of a 50/50 mix
of Delrin and Teflon. Some believe inverted
bearings induce audible artifacts by placing
the bearing close enough to the playing
surface that the stylus picks up the bearing
noise. Listening to SSM suggests this is a
red herring, or that VPI has it figured out. It
isn’t a problem either way. The platter is
acrylic and has a depressed area around
the record label. SSM includes the HR-X
center weight and periphery ring clamp to
cope with warped records. So, the label is
clamped down into the platter
depression, and the heavy
periphery clamp holds down
the record edge coupling the

JMW-9 Signature tonearm

Setup

Setting up the table itself was so simple a
reviewer could do it. Well, almost. As I mentioned, the motor/flywheel assembly is
heavy. While moving the SSM from the top
shelf to get at another component below, I
had neglected to move the motor/flywheel
first and had the unpleasant experience of
watching the shelf list sideways and dump
the motor/flywheel onto the floor behind
and to the side of my rack with a very heavy
thud. This is the first time in my six+ years

of reviewing equipment that I’ve broken one
of my charges—the AC inlet was broken
where it fell on the power cord. VPI graciously forgave my idiocy and sent another
motor.
User error notwithstanding, setting up the
table and motor is too easy. Two small,
round bands wrap around each motor and
the flywheel, while two larger bands lasso
the platter to the flywheel. Leveling the
table at the spiked feet is a cinch. Your
dealer will adjust the unipivot arm for you.
However, if you undertake this yourself it's
time-consuming to do properly, but not particularly difficult in scope.
Super Scoutmaster ships with an alignment jig that mounts on the spindle at one
end and the base of the tonearm on the
other. The jig has a dot with intersecting
vertical and horizontal lines. Allow just
enough counterweight to drop the arm,
then center the stylus on the dot and align
the cartridge with the grid lines by sighting
along the stylus. Lift the arm and slide the
cartridge mounting screws in the headshell
slots. Pretty simple—the hardest part is
tightening the headshell screws without
throwing the alignment off a hair.
Adjusting VTA on the JMW-9 is a snap;
adjusting tracking force, not so much. A
gauge is required and I use a Winds ALM01, which is accurate to one hundredth of a
gram. My reference Lyra Titan cartridge is
equally sensitive—it needs to be within .02
of its target tracking force to sound its best
and I can hear very easily when it's not
there. It’s time-consuming to dial in tracking
force this tight by moving the counterweight
on the JMW-9.
Adjusting azimuth is clunkier and somewhat frustrating. The user manual suggests
you place "something light and about 6
inches long" (like a fireplace match or coffee stirrer) on the headshell and check it for
level. Then loosen the counterweight and
rotate until the match on the headshell is
parallel. Adjusting the counterweight for
azimuth without affecting tracking force
was almost impossible for me, so a lot of
back and forth between these two adjustments ensued.
The JMW-9 Signature offers mechanical
antiskate compensation, which is rather
new to VPI. The arm isn't fitted with it from
the factory; it's merely included with the
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arm in case you want to use it. VPI and
some other turntable/tonearm manufacturers believe that antiskate is a crapshoot at
best because the force pulling the arm in
toward the record's center varies across
the record's playing surface. In other
words, the right amount of antiskate at the
outside of the record is the wrong amount
at the inside of the record. At worst, poorly
implemented antiskate solutions can be
prone to vibration and induce noise into the
playback system.
I've used plenty of tonearms with antiskate, including the Linn I used for several
years and the SME I use now, and heard no
deleterious effects. I used the VPI Super
Scoutmaster without any antiskate during
the entire review period and I loved its
sound. I'm Switzerland on this one!
Overall the fit & finish of the Super
Scoutmaster is more substantial than I
expected. The table and the motor/flywheel
add up to 90+ pounds, and everything in
the package looks at least as expensive as
it is. I'd prefer that the arm be just a little
more straightforward to dial in precise
tracking force, and azimuth, and in particular I wish those two adjustments didn't
affect one another as much. Essentially, the
SSM and its arm offer outstanding performance for the money, especially if your dealer sets up the arm for you. If you do it yourself, the price/performance ratio is still in
your favor to the extent that it's worth the
sweat equity in setup.

Sound

When I was younger I despised sparkling
wine, all of which I thought was "champagne" regardless of where it actually
came from. Served at weddings, it was usually Cook's or Korbel, which is to fine
sparkling wine what moonshine is to single
malt. Later, I discovered sparkling wines
done correctly from Champagne (France)
and elsewhere, and when it's right it's as
glorious as any fine wine.
Similarly, I've heard unipivot tonearms,
acrylic platters, and mass-isolated tables
that left me biased against such designs.
Unipivots can sound fast and detailed, but
also lean and light on bass. Acrylics have
sounded quiet but also flat, dead, overdamped and boring. Mass-isolated tables have never had
the bass foundation or freedom from environmental

issues that suspended tables exhibit.
As with the bubbly, listening to and loving
the VPI Super Scoutmaster has been an
attitude adjustment for me. This table does
a bunch of stuff I thought I didn't like, and
yet, it rules!
The Super Scoutmaster is lightning fast,
vivid, clean and very open. Its sound is
quiet, very lively and very dynamic. Another
word I keep gravitating to in order to
describe the SSM is one I'm not sure I can
completely elucidate—and that's free. To
me this means that the SSM is free of the
mechanical artifacts of playing back vinyl
records. It is that, but I think it's more. As
touchy-feely as this sounds, with the Super
Scoutmaster the music doesn't seem to
play so much as it just happens, defining
itself in space with focus and palpability.
Another word I want to use here is musical. But not in the traditional audiophile
sense, which typically describes sound that
is soft and lacking in resolution but pleasant
to listen to. The Super Scoutmaster is not
soft or lacking in resolution. VPI's SSM
makes music. This table has the rhythmic
drive and rightness that gets your foot tapping, its tonal presentation is on target, and
most importantly, the emotion of the music
is communicated to the listener. We're talking goose bump city. That's another way of
saying this is a hell of a table.
In specifics, the tonality is mostly neutral
with bass that's just a touch light, which
probably contributes to the sensation of
speed and clarity. The midrange is spot-lit a
touch, but in an entirely engaging fashion.
This is a minor subtractive coloration, not a
deal breaker. You won't have to tweak your
system's sound around the SSM. Pianos
have enough foundation that the low notes
sound right, and big male vocals (think
Johnny Cash) don't sound emasculated.
With Super Scoutmaster the imaging is
focused and present. By comparison,
SME's Model 20/2 surpasses this table's
abilities in some areas. The SME's images
are denser, rounder and more convincing,
and it projects deeper and farther to the
sides of the soundstage. That SME's Model
20/2 table and Series V arm is ultimately
higher in resolution (at a combined cost of
$14,500) is a compliment to that combo,
not a valid criticism of the Super
Scoutmaster. So, to discuss the few things

VPI's table doesn't do as well as its much
more expensive competitors is to miss the
point. The Super Scoutmaster is an excellent table that I can listen to and compare
with anything I've heard (at any price) and
still enjoy thoroughly in its own right, even if
some of the big guns do some things better.
These comments are based on the listening experiences I had with Lyra's Titan i cartridge, which costs $4500. Will many people use this table with a $4500 cartridge? I
doubt it. I’d note, however, that SSM is
more than good enough to pair with such a
cartridge, and also ask you to come up with
any other table/arm/cartridge combo at
$10K that's markedly better. But being a
thorough kind of dude I also used the SSM
with Lyra's $750 Dorian.
Although my reference Titan i is the Lyra
flagship, the baby-in-the-line Dorian bears
a strong family resemblance. It's fast, open
and detailed, if tonally just a touch cooler
than the Titan. The Dorian doesn't deliver
the dizzying resolution and natural body of
the Titan; nevertheless, the VPI's attributes
come through with clarity. Although the
Super Scoutmaster is good enough to be
paired with a top-of-the-line cartridge, it
doesn't have to be in order to deliver
engaging, high-resolution sound.

On Cloud 11

I've got to come clean here and give credit where credit is due. Record producer
extraordinaire and AudioQuest man Joe
Harley is the one who put the big bug in my
ear to review Super Scoutmaster in the first
place. Joe uses this table with the Lyra
Titan. He advised me to nix the antiskate
and also enthusiastically recommended
using the table with Gingko Audio's Cloud
11 base.

Super Scoutmaster on Cloud 11
The Cloud 11 costs $600 and is a customdesigned rig just for SSM. Cloud 11 is actu-
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ally two platforms: one suspended platform
for the table itself and a second, fixed (nonsuspended) platform for the motor/flywheel
assembly. The suspended platform consists of two pieces of gloss black acrylic—
the top plate floats on the bottom plate
courtesy of five squishy balls (they look like
racquet balls but feel thicker) sitting
between the two pieces. Gingko effectively
isolates the turntable from the room like a
suspension. And man, does it work.
I was so nuts over what I was hearing with
SSM on Cloud 11 that I had to put the Titan
i back on to finish the review. Spending
some extra time on this table wasn't a bother, which is saying something given my
workload. So, what did I hear?
Before Gingko, Super Scoutmaster gave
up a noticeable degree of image depth and
dimension to the SME 20/2. On the Gingko
Cloud 11, the SSM didn't quite catch the
SME in that regard but the gap closed to a
surprising degree. The soundstage
expanded front to back, and musicians and
vocalists fleshed out considerably, taking
on a more rounded, convincing character.
The Gingko clearly allowed the VPI to
resolve more spatial information, which is
something I value immensely in hi-fi.

choose between a cover that sits on SSM's
plinth, extending over the motor, and another that sits on whatever SSM sits on,
encompassing the entire table and
motor/flywheel assembly. The cost for each
cover is $299.

Conclusion

Fun is a word I don't get to use often
enough in equipment reviews, but it applies
here. In addition to being a real high-end
record
playing
machine,
Super
Scoutmaster is a fun table to listen to, and
I enjoyed every minute I spent with it. The
SSM not only earns my highest and heartiest recommendation, it's the kind of product
that would grab my vote for Product of the
Year in just about any year. Now, stop listening to me and go listen to Super
Scoutmaster!
Manufacturer Information
VPI Industries Inc.
77 Cliffwood Avenue, #3B
Cliffwood NJ 07721-1087
(732) 583 6895
www.vpiindustries.com

While Super Scoutmaster's bass
remained lighter in weight and lacking in
texture and detail compared to the SME
20/2, a turntable that already sounded
great got even better in this regard on the
Gingko. The bass foundation deepened
subtly but noticeably, making the SSM
sound a little more full-bodied and warmer
without sacrificing any of the engaging liveliness and jump that make the table.
All told, the Gingko is an incredible value
for $600, offering an upgrade in performance that's more commensurate with a
component change than an accessory. In
addition to the specific improvements noted
above, Cloud 11 added a degree of refinement to Super Scoutmaster. This is an
essential accessory that performed so well
in this application that I may seek out some
other Gingko products for use with my own
components.
VPI accessories are something of a specialty for Gingko, and two other
valuable pieces offered for
SSM are Claravu acrylic
dust covers. Customers can
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